TO THE TEACHER
Anthropology is the scientiﬁc study of humankind. It is the objective of this book
to introduce students to this fascinating subject and the subﬁelds into which it is divided.
Students learn about the beginnings of anthropology as an outgrowth of the curiosity
stimulated by the Age of Exploration and how it grew into the basic ﬁeld of study it is
today. Major developments and theories of outstanding anthropologists are presented.
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Students gain insight into the origins and evolution of the human species,
well
es, as w
as an understanding of the evolution of human culture. They become aware
re of tthe
wide variety of recent and contemporary societies. As they learn about the
differences
e difference
among peoples’ lifestyles and beliefs, however, they also learn that all
share
ll peoples
eoples sha
certain basic needs. Perhaps most importantly,, stud
students come to realise
ealise that in sspite of
superﬁcial differences, we are all members of a sin
human species!
single h
pecies!
ecies!
I hope your students enjoy learning about
most fascinating
animal of all—the
out the mo
cinating
ting anim
anima
human species!

BLOOM’S
OM’S REVISED
EVISE
TAXO
NOMY
TAXONOMY

Retrieving,
eving, recog
recognising
g and recalli
recalling relevant
nt
knowledge
dge fro
from long-term
ng-term mem
memory.

UNDERSTANDING:
STANDI

Constructing meaning
Constru
aning from oral, written
and gra
graphic messages
essages through interpreting,
nterpretin
ex
exemplifying,
ying, classifyi
classifying, summarising,
marising, inferring,
ccomparing
g and exp
explaining.

APPLYING:

Carrying
ying o
out or using a procedur
procedure through
executing or implementing.
enting.

w

REMEMBERING:
NG:

B

ro

ANALYSING:
YSING:

4

Breaki
Breaking material
erial or co
concepts into constituent
part
parts, determining
mining how the parts relate or
interrelate
e to one another or to an overall
structure
ure throug
through differentiating, organising and
attributing.
ibuting.

EVALUATING:

Making
akin judgments based on criteria and
standards
d
through checking and critiquing.

CREATING:

Putting elements together to form a coherent
or functional whole; reorganising elements into
a new pattern or structure through generating,
planning or producing.
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WHAT IS ANTHROPOLOGY?
Fill in the blanks.
____________________ is the system of learned behaviour patterns,
beliefs, arts and institutions characteristic of members of a society.

2.

_________________________ is the branch of anthropology
pology that
studies the material remains of past
st cultures.

3.

e from ot
ures is __
The borrowing of knowledge
other cultures
_______________
________________.

4.

_________________________
_______ a
anthropology
pology is tthe branch
ch concerned
etic characte
s of human p
ons
with the genetic
characteristics
populations.

5.

_________________________
focuses
sociocultural context
________
ocuses upon the sociocu
ntext
of language.
anguag

6.

In the
e twe
twentieth century, ________________________________________,
____________
__________
rn Americ
essed the im
ce of ﬁeldwork
ld
a German-born
American, stressed
importance
and
ﬁrst-hand observation.
bservation

B
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1.
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POST-TEST
After Completing Unit
Circle the correct answer for each.
The integrated total of learned behaviour shared by members of a society is its
_____________.
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1.

A. Environment

2.

ro
w
B
9.
9

B. Endogamous
Endogamo

C.
C Exogamous
us

B. Polygyny

C. Monogamy

B. Nuclear
lear Family
Fa

C.
C Joint Family

Residence
nce rule in which the
he couple ssettles with or near th
the husband’s mother’s
brother
her is ____
__________________.
________.
A. Ambilocal

8.
8

C. Status

Another term for
or conjugalconjugal-natal family
mily is ______
__________________.
___
A. Extended Family
mily

7.

B. Caste
Ca

Marriage
riage of a woman to more th
than one man at a time iis ________________.
___________
A. Polyandry
olyandry

6.

C. Market Exchange

___________________
_____ rule enco
encourages
es people to m
marry outside
de a certain social
group to which they belon
belong.
A. Afﬁnal

5.

B. Redistribution
edistributio

A _____________ is a complex,
x, extreme
extremely rigid system
stem of so
social stratiﬁcation.
A. Class

4.

C. Status
us

The equal giving and receiving of goods
sa
and services between
tween person
persons of
speciﬁc statuses is ________________.
A. Reciprocity

3.

B. Culture

B.
B Avunculocal
cal

C. Uxorilocal

A ____
____________________ reckons descent
scent from both parents.
A. Kindred
A

B.. Lineage

C. Clan

_______________________ describes
escribes kkinship based upon marriage.
A. Consanguineous

B. Cognatic

C. Afﬁnal

10. A belief in supernatural beings is called _____.
A. Animism

B. Ideology

C. Sorcery
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HUMAN VARIATION

1.
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Since the middle of the Upper Pleistocene Epoch every living man, woman and child
has belonged to the same genus, species and subspecies: Homo sapiens sapiens.

A species is said to be a closed
osed genet
gene
genetic system
stem
m and a sub
subspecies is said to be an
open system. Explain
meant by these
in what is mea
e terms.

________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________
_________
______________
___________
____________
___
________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________
_____________
______________
______________
__________
________

________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________
____________
__________
______________
_______________
________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
______
_______
___
_______
___
__
______________
_____________
_________________
___________
2.

Pretend
one human
the basis
etend it is 1950. Use
e the fact tthat there
here
e is only on
man
n species as th
for the
end of the
Australia policy.
he en
he White Aust
Austr

NATURAL
L SELEC
SELECTION
ON
N

ro

w

Gene pools
ools
s may be a
altered in a variety o
of ways;
s; one
e of the m
mos
most important is natural
selection. Natural
selection is
which are better adapted
atural sele
selec
s based on the principle
ciple
e that form
forms w
to their environment
vironmen will live longer
onger and will produce
roduce
uce more offs
offspring; therefore, in that
environment
ronment
ment the p
population with
h the a
adaptation
ation
n will grow
grow.

B

3.

Use
U natural selection to give a possible
ossible ex
expla
explanation for variations among
humans
h
in pigmentation of skin
kin and hai
hair.

__
___
________________
__________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
____
_______
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Transport
Some forms of land transport are dog and horse travois; sleds, sledges and
toboggans; pack animals; and early wheeled vehicles, such as two-wheeled carts.
Water transport includes simple logs and inﬂated skins to support swimmers;
reed rafts; log rafts; coracles (small, rounded boats covered with skin); dugout
canoes; birch-bark canoes; kayaks; and outriggers.

3.

The wheel greatly minimises friction; therefore, the same amount of force is
capable of moving a much greater weight. All other signiﬁcant machines
achines are
based upon the principles of the wheel.

4.
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1.

Boats and other innovations made it possible
oss
ffor people
le
e to come int
into contact
with groups living at a greater distance.
istance.
ce. O
Ocean travel
el resulted
esulted in rradical
changes. Europeans were introduced
roduced
uced to th
the ideas,
s, customs
ustoms and other elements
of distant cultures. People who had prev
previously
isolation would ﬁnd it
previ
y lived
d in isola
isolat
more and more difﬁcult to maintain the
their old
d ways.
ays.

Tools and Handicrafts
1.

2.

The other materials—bark,
teria
terial
rk, lea
leaves,, hid
hide, shell,
ell,, etc.—woul
etc.—would have
e disintegrated;
sintegrate
therefore,
erefore, th
there is no direct
ect evi
evide
evidence.

Pomo
baskets are judged
many to be the ﬁnest
have many
o bas
udged by m
nes everr made.
ne
ade. They hav
practical functions,
including storage,
transportation
Many of
ctions,
ions, includ
includin
rage,
age, transpor
transpo
n and cooking. M
their baskets
tightly woven
without the use
ets are so tight
v that they are watertight
atertight
tight even wit
of pitch. They
can be used fo
for cookin
cooking
by the hot-ston
method. (Water
hey even ca
ook
hot-stone me
was heated
dropping in hot ston
stones with a hinged
Some of their huge
ed by drop
stone
nged stick.) So
storage
orage
e baskets a
are large
rge
e enough to hold several
ral bush
bushels; tthese are often made
with
materials
h course m
ls and are not usually
lly decorated. On the other hand, a few
of their baskets
have only a dec
decorative
bask
bas
ve function, such as those a centimetre in
diameter.
Of course, many
are both
beautifully decorated, either by
diamet
any a
th useful and bea
weaving
weavin in geometric designs or by
y utilisin
utilising colo
coloured feathers in the weft.
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5.

Materials often
en used inclu
includ
include shells,
lls, wood, bo
bon
bone, leaves,
ves,, dried g
gou
gourds, stones,
tones,
plant ﬁbres
s and worked a
animal
al skins.
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